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Abstract—This paper describes a bandwidth-adaptive strategy
to improve the power efficiency of an audio sensor interface. In
this scheme, the input signal’s short-time bandwidth is estimated
in real time, and the analog front end (AFE) and analog-
to-digital converter (ADC) of the sensor interface adapt their
power consumption in response to this short-time bandwidth.
A prototype sensor interface was fabricated in a 0.35-µm com-
plementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) process to verify
the proposed bandwidth-adaptive scheme. Measurement results
show that the AFE has a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 62 dB
and the ADC has a quantization accuracy of 9.0 bit, and these
specifications are not corrupted with the bandwidth adaptation.
Compared to a conventional sensor interface, whose bandwidth
is always held at the maximum (4 kHz), our adaptive sensor
interface provides similar or even better performance, but at a
lower average power consumption.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intelligent audio sensors are a critical component of many
wearable and ubiquitous devices [1], [2]. These applications
have a limited power budget and they require that the most
power consumptive components – including the sensor in-
terface – be as efficient as possible. In [3], we described a
bandwidth-adaptive preamplifier that exhibits a reduced aver-
age power consumption. In this paper, we present a complete
audio sensor interface that employs our bandwidth-adaptive
technique to achieve a 2 pJ/level figure of merit. This compares
favorably to other, more conventional solutions (e.g. [4] reports
14.4 pJ/level, while [5] reports 22.9 pJ/level).

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Our novel system comprises a bandwidth extractor, a
reconfigurable AFE, and a reconfigurable ADC (see Fig. 1).
The idea is that the AFE and ADC will adapt their bias currents
according to the output of the bandwidth extractor. Ultimately,
this results in the sensor interface maintaining a constant
level of thermal and quantization noise, while consuming a
bandwidth-dependent amount of power.

The bandwidth extractor analyzes the input signal over
short windows of time, on the order of several milliseconds.
The result of this analysis is an estimate of the input signal’s
short-time bandwidth, BWst.

This short-time bandwidth is sent as a control signal to the
reconfigurable AFE. Here, the bias currents of the preamplifier,
the anti-aliasing filter and the ADC driver are programmed
to vary linearly with the short-time bandwidth. If the input
signal’s short-time bandwidth is low, then the correspondingly
low bias currents of the AFE will result in (i) a lower operating
bandwidth, since the anti-aliasing filter’s cut-off frequency has

Fig. 1. Architecture of the bandwidth-adaptive sensor interface. The output
of the bandwidth extractor is the short-time frequency of the input signal. It
controls the power spectral density (PSD) of the preamplifier (PA), the anti-
aliasing filter’s break frequency (BWaaf ) and the gain-bandwidth product of
the ADC driver. It also controls the sampling rate, Fs of the ADC, and the
break frequency of a digital interpolation filter.

been reduced; and (ii) a higher noise power spectral density,
since the tranconductance gains of the preamplifier’s input
transistors have been reduced. The idea is that the combination
of these two effects will keep the value of the total integrated
noise less than or equal to that seen during full bandwidth
operation, while allowing for a reduction in the AFE’s average
power consumption.

BWst also acts as a control signal to the reconfigurable
ADC. Here, the ADC’s power consumption and sampling rate,
Fs, vary linearly with the short-time bandwidth. Since this is
happening in concert with changes in the anti-aliasing filter’s
cut-off frequency, the ADC’s over-sampling ratio (OSR) will
remain fixed for all input signal conditions. The ADC output is
upsampled by Fsmax/Fs, where Fsmax is the maximum ADC
sampling rate. After upsampling, the signal is bandlimited
by an interpolation filter with a cutoff frequency of BWst,
and then downsampled by a factor of OSR. The bandlimit of
BWst ensures that the ADC’s total quantization noise remains
constant, while the resampling provides the subsequent digital
processor with a fixed data rate input of Fsmax/OSR, despite
the varying ADC sampling rate.

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

To evaluate the feasibility of the bandwidth-adaptive
scheme, we implemented a prototype audio sensor interface in
a 0.35 µm CMOS process. Our audio classification application
required that the sensor interface be able to process an input
signal with a 60 dB dynamic range and a maximum bandwidth
of 4 kHz.
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Fig. 2. Prototype implementation of the bandwidth-adaptive sensor interface. The sensor interface core includes a preamplifier implemented by a noninverting
amplifier, a 5th-order lowpass filter with five 1st-order OTA-C lowpass filters in cascade, an ADC driver implemented by a unity-gain buffer and a SAR ADC.
All of these building blocks are reconfigurable and controlled by a bandwidth extractor with 4 subband channels to detect the input signals bandwidth in real
time. The preamplifier, the lowpass filter and the ADC driver are all controlled via their bias current sources, while the SAR ADC is controlled via the division
ratio of a frequency divider in the ADC, which eventually determines the sampling clock frequency of the ADC.

Figure 3 shows a micrograph of the fabricated sensor
interface chip. The circuit has a bounding box of 1.1 × 1.1
mm2. We operated the chip at 2 V. Speech and cough samples,
as well as speech-band sinusoidal signals, were directly input
to the ASIC via an arbitrary waveform generator. The response
of the various components of the circuit to these inputs was
measured and analyzed. Following is a report and a discussion
of the measurement results.

To verify the system’s bandwidth-adaptive behavior, we
measured the total power consumption of the AFE and ADC
for bandwidth settings ranging from 250 Hz to 4 kHz. These
bandwidth settings correspond to the different possible output
values of the bandwidth extractor. The current draw of the
AFE and ADC was measured using a picoammeter; power
consumption was calculated by multiplying this current by
VDD = 2V. As Fig. 4 shows, the power consumption varies
linearly with the bandwidth setting.

The AFE’s noise performance was determined by setting
its input to AC ground and measuring the output on a spectrum
analyzer, swept from 100 Hz to 10 kHz. The noise mea-
surements were taken for AFE bandwidth settings over the
range 500 Hz to 4 kHz. As Fig. 5 shows, the in-band noise
PSD increases, and the noise bandwidth decreases, when the
bandwidth settings of the sensor interface are reduced. Overall,
the total integrated noise decreases with bandwidth setting,
because the PSD increases slower than the bandwidth falls
(Fig. 6).

The total harmonic distortion (THD) of the AFE was
calculated by inputting a 100 mVpp sinusoid and measuring

Fig. 3. The micrograph of the prototype sensor interface chip, fabricated in a
0.35-µm CMOS process. The circuit occupies a die area of about 1.21 mm2.

the relative power of the resulting output’s harmonics. The
100 mVpp amplitude represents the maximum possible out-
put voltage of a microphone with −40 dBV/Pa sensitivity,
assuming everyday sound conditions. The frequency of the
input sinusoid was chosen to be 1/4 of the bandwidth setting.
This ensured that the first three harmonics of the input signal
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Fig. 4. Measured power consumption of the reconfigurable sensor interface
versus bandwidth setting. Not included in the measurement is the power
consumption of the bandwidth extractor, which is typically 2 µW.
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Fig. 5. Measured noise power spectrum for the AFE’s two bandwidth settings
(500 Hz and 4 kHz). The AFE’s 5-th order filtering causes about 15-dB (or 32
times in power scale) attenuation at the cut-off frequency (i.e., the frequency
of the bandwidth setting).

would always be captured. Fig. 7 shows the measured THD
for various bandwidth settings. It remains fairly constant at
around 2%.

The noise and linearity of the ADC were measured for
different sampling rate settings, ranging from 5 kSa/s to 20
kSa/s. The input to the ADC for these measurements was a
sinusoid of amplitude −1 dBFS (0.891 Vpp). To maintain an
oversampling ratio of 2.5, the frequency of the input sinusoids
was always set to 1/5 of the ADC sampling rate. From
the resulting FFT plots, the ADC’s SNR and SNDR were
extracted, and are plotted in Fig. 9. The ADC’s SNDR is
greater than 59 dB for all the sampling rate settings, which
gives it an effective number of bits (ENOB) of nearly 10 bits.

IV. DISCUSSION

The dynamic range requirements of a computational audi-
tory application are lower than for a conventional audio front
end. In order to compare our ASIC’s performance with that
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Fig. 6. Predicted and measured total equivalent input-referred noise voltage
(integrated from 250 Hz to 4 kHz) for the five bandwidth settings of the AFE.
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Fig. 7. Measured THD of the AFE with the five bandwidth settings. For each
bandwidth setting of BWaaf , the input is a sinusoid input with amplitude of
35 mVrms and frequency of BWaaf/4.

of other solutions, we calculated the following figure of merit
(FoM)

FoM =
P

2BW · 2ENOB
, (1)

where P is the average power consumption, BW is the highest
input frequency that the ASIC can process and ENOB is the
effective number of bits.

During typical operation, the average power consumption
of the ASIC is 9 µW or less. Also, from the results of Fig. 9,
the effective number of bits is 9. With a maximum input
frequency of 4 kHz, this gives a FoM of 2.2 pJ/level. In
comparison, the sensor interface described in [4] has an FoM
of 14.4 pJ/level, while that described in [5] has an FoM of
22.9 pJ/level.
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Fig. 8. The FFT plots for the ADC under two sampling frequency settings:
5 kHz (top) and 20 kHz (bottom). The FFT bin size is 2 Hz, and the plots
are normalized to the output amplitude of the input tone, which is a sinusoid
signal whose amplitude is −1 dBFS (0 dBFS corresponds to 1 Vpp, so that
−1 dBFS is 891 mVpp). When the sampling rate is 20 kHz, the corresponding
AFE’s bandwidth is 4 kHz, and then the input frequency is 1 kHz; when the
sampling rate is 5 kHz, the corresponding AFE’s bandwidth is 1 kHz, and
then the input frequency is 250 Hz.
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Fig. 9. Measured signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and signal-to-noise-and-
distortion ratio (SNDR) for the ADC. The input signal to the ADC is a 1
Vpp sinusoid with a frequency that is 1/20th of the ADC’s sampling rate.
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